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Mediterranean regions are regularly affected by heavy convective precipitation. During
the Hydrological Cycle in the Mediterranean Experiment Intensive Observation Period
13 (HyMeX-IOP13), the multi-platform observation strategy allowed analysis of the
backbuilding convective systems that developed on 14 October 2012, as well as the
associated moisture structures in the environment upstream of convection.

The numerical simulation at 2.5 km horizontal resolution succeeds in reproducing the
location and time evolution of the observed heavy precipitation systems and the main
characteristics of the marine air mass. Convection develops in Southeastern France over
the foothills closest to the coast when a moist conditionally unstable marine boundary layer
topped by particularly dry air masses is advected inland. Cold air formed by evaporative
cooling under the precipitating cells flows down the valleys, slowly shifting the location of
the backbuilding convective cells from the mountainsides to the coast and over the sea.
Surface observations confirm that these simulated backbuilding mechanisms describe the
processes involved in maintenance of the heavy precipitation event realistically.

A Lagrangian analysis shows that the moisture supply to the convective system is provided
by the moist conditionally unstable marine boundary layer, while the dry air masses above
are involved in cold-pool formation. Four days before the event, both dry and moist air
masses come from the Atlantic Ocean in the lower half of the troposphere. The dry air mass
involved in cold-pool formation results from both the advection of mid-level air masses and
the drying of low-level air masses lifted up over Spain. For the moist air mass feeding the
backbuilding convective systems, most of the air parcels overpass France before travelling
almost 48 h in the lowest 1000 m above the Mediterranean. About 50% of the moisture
supply to the precipitating system originates from evaporation over the sea.
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1. Introduction

Heavy precipitation is a frequent and high-impact weather hazard
affecting the Mediterranean regions (Ricard et al., 2012; Llasat
et al., 2013). Large rainfall amounts can accumulate rapidly,
typically more than 150 mm in less than 12 h. Such rainfall
accumulations often cause flash floods with large material
damages and human losses. These high-impact events are most
often due to quasi-stationary mesoscale convective systems
(MCSs: Romero et al., 2000; Nuissier et al., 2008; Buzzi et al.,
2014). Large rainfall amounts are obtained when a backbuilding
MCS repeatedly renews convective cells upstream while older

cells move downstream over the same region (Schumacher and
Johnson, 2005; Ducrocq et al., 2008).

Past studies have investigated the synoptic patterns favouring
such high-impact events (Rudari et al., 2004; Martı́nez
et al., 2008; Nuissier et al., 2008, 2011). Over the Western
Mediterranean region, MCSs develop preferentially eastward
of a slow-evolving disturbance associated with an upper-level
trough extending over the Iberian Peninsula and leading a
southwesterly diffluent flow at high altitude. Such a synoptic
pattern favours a persistent low-level moist and conditionally
unstable marine flow directed towards the coastal mountainous
regions.
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Different lifting mechanisms enabling the release of conditional
convective instability have been identified (Ducrocq et al.,
2008). Orographic lifting of the conditionally unstable low-
level marine flow impinging upon the foothills bordering the
western Mediterranean is a well-known mechanism for renewing
convection triggering at the same location (Barthlott and Davolio,
2016). Lifting can also be due to local convergence in the low-level
circulation induced by the orography of the region (Barthlott
et al., 2016; Buzzi et al., 2014; Scheffknecht et al., 2016) or
lee cyclogeneses (Duffourg et al., 2016). A low-level cold pool,
possibly formed under the MCS, can also lift the low-level flow
at its leading edge (Ducrocq et al., 2008) or modify the low-level
circulation locally and enhance convergence areas (Duffourg et al.,
2016). Idealized studies have shown that the lifting mechanisms
and consequently the location and intensity of the precipitating
convective systems are sensitive to the characteristics of the
upstream flow and the environment (Miglietta and Rotunno,
2010; Bresson et al., 2012; Davolio et al., 2016). For example,
the formation of a cold pool has been shown to occur when
the ambient flow is relatively dry or weak (Bresson et al.,
2012). However, the sensitivity of convective mechanisms to
the characteristics of the environment has not been studied much
in real heavy precipitation events (HPEs) yet. In particular, the
impact of surrounding dry air masses on the development and
evolution of MCSs is still unclear.

On 14 October 2012, during Intensive Observation Period 13
(IOP13) of the first Special Observation Period (SOP1) of the
Hydrological Cycle in the Mediterranean Experiment (HyMeX),
backbuilding heavy precipitation convective systems developed in
an environment with a dry layer on top of the about 1200 m deep
moist conditionally unstable boundary layer and extremely dry air
around 2500 m above sea level (ASL). The instruments deployed
during SOP1 (Ducrocq et al., 2014) observed these moisture
structures and the convective systems. Taking benefit from the
large and unique dataset collected during SOP1, the present
article aims to analyse the moisture structures of the environment
and their impact on the convective mechanisms involved in the
development and maintenance of the backbuilding MCS.

The characteristics of the moisture patterns of the environ-
ment are firstly analysed thanks to the HyMeX observations. The
convective systems and their environment are then reproduced
in a numerical simulation of the HPE. The simulated convective
mechanisms are examined and a numerical analysis of the origin,
formation and impact of the moisture structures on the convec-
tive mechanisms is conducted. The outline of the article is as
follows. The precipitating event and the associated synoptic pat-
tern are presented in section 2, together with the available HyMeX
observations. Section 3 describes the numerical set-up and eval-
uates the quality of the simulated convective systems. Section 4
details the moisture and wind characteristics of the environment,
before investigating the convective mechanisms for the initiation
and maintenance of the IOP13 precipitating systems. Section 5
examines the origin of the moisture structures involved in the con-
vective mechanisms identified. Conclusions are given in section 6.

2. IOP13 overview

2.1. Description of the precipitation event

Around midday on 14 October 2012, isolated convective cells were
initiated offshore, a few kilometres southwest of the Var region
and southwest of Marseille (the position of these geographical
areas is given in Figure 1). They developed over land and rapidly
organized into two backbuilding convective systems (Figure 1)
in the surroundings of Marseille (MCS1) and over the Var
region (MCS2). MCS1 had strong activity from about 1330 UTC
until 1430 UTC, with a tornado observed north of Marseille
at 1340 UTC. After a period of more disorganized and weaker
convective activity over the mountainous area north of Marseille,
the system organized into a strong backbuilding convective line

Figure 1. Composite image of radar reflectivities (dBZ) measured at 1800 UTC
on 14 October 2012. The black square shows the location of Fréjus, where the
maximum 6 h rainfall accumulation was recorded by a rain-gauge.
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Figure 2. ARPEGE analysis at 1200 UTC on 14 October 2012 of the geopotential
height at 500 hPa (m, thick red isolines every 50 m), mean sea-level pressure (hPa,
dashed isolines every 2 hPa and colour scale under 1006 hPa), wet-bulb potential
temperature (yellow area with dotted isolines above 15 ◦ C) and horizontal wind
(arrows for wind speed above 15 m s−1 at 925 hPa. The region displayed in this
figure matches the domain of the ARP10 simulation. [Colour figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

and remained quasi-stationary from about 1630–1800 UTC,
before shifting eastwards and dissipating slowly over the Var
region after 1900 UTC. The maximum rainfall accumulation
related to this system was recorded near Aix-en-Provence, 25 km
north of Marseille, with up to 80 mm in 6 h. MCS2 developed
into a stationary convective line along the eastern Var coast
around 1400 UTC. It remained quasi-stationary over the same
area all afternoon, before moving eastwards after 1900 UTC.
Radar quantitative precipitation estimates (not shown) indicate
that up to 170 mm of precipitation in 12 h were observed a few
kilometres offshore of the Var coast and 67 mm were recorded in
the same time by a coastal rain-gauge (Fréjus: 6.74◦ E, 43.42◦ N).

2.2. Synoptic context

The synoptic situation on 14 October 2012 is summarized in
Figure 2. It is characterized by an upper-level trough associated
with a surface low situated over northwestern France at 1200 UTC.
Ahead of its cold front, a southwesterly low-level flow over
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the Mediterranean French coast brings a warm marine air
mass inland. The mean sea-level pressure along the Spanish
coast on the Balearic Sea is perturbed by a secondary cyclonic
wave at 1200 UTC (see Figure 2). At higher levels over this
area, the flow is westsouthwesterly and slightly divergent. The
vertical shear of the horizontal wind above the boundary layer
is almost unidirectional. This synoptic pattern slowly shifted
southeastwards during the day.

2.3. HyMeX observations

During HyMeX SOP1, more than 200 research instruments
were deployed over the northwestern Mediterranean Sea and
its surrounding coastal regions in France, Italy and Spain.
They ensured observation of the precipitating systems and
provided dense measurements of the upstream meteorological
conditions over the sea. The observational means deployed are
described comprehensively in Ducrocq et al. (2014). Among them,
several wind profilers were deployed along the northwestern
Mediterranean coast, including a UHF profiler in Ile du Levant
(see Figure 3 for location). It provides valuable information on
the vertical wind profile in the lower half of the troposphere
just upstream of the Var region at 55 levels every 4 min (Saı̈d
et al., 2016). The Water Vapour and Aerosol Lidar (WALI:
Chazette et al., 2014) was operated in Ciutadella (Menorca,
Balearic Islands; see Figure 3 for location) and the water vapour
and temperature Raman lidar system (BASIL: Di Girolamo et al.,
2009) in Candillargues (see Figure 3 for location).

Many campaign observation systems were operated on alert.
For IOP13, additional radiosoundings were launched in Marseille
(see Figure 3 for location) every 3 h from 0900 UTC on 14 October.
Also, the upstream low-level flow was sampled by the water-
vapour lidar Lidar Embarqué pour l’étude des Aérosols, Nuages,
Dynamique, Rayonnement et Espèces minoritaires (LEANDRE2)
(Bruneau et al., 2001) flown on board the ATR42 aircraft
from the Service des Avions Français Instrumentés pour la
Recherche en Environnement (SAFIRE), operating between
Candillargues and Menorca during the morning and early
afternoon of 14 October. The flight track and timing are
displayed in Figure 3. Also, two boundary-layer pressurized
balloons (Doerenbecher et al., 2013) were launched from
Menorca at 0610 and 0820 UTC on 14 October. They followed
the southwesterly flow at a height of about 925 and 950 hPa
respectively.

3. Numerical simulation

3.1. Meso-NH model configuration

The HPE of IOP13 was simulated using the French non-
hydrostatic numerical research model Meso-NH (Lafore et al.,
1998). For a fine-scale analysis of the precipitating systems and
their short-range interactions with the environmental moisture
structures, a 2.5 km horizontal resolution simulation, referred
to below as AW2.5, was performed. The set-up is the same
as in Duffourg et al. (2016), where it was able to reproduce
convective systems realistically. It includes the same simula-
tion domain over southeastern France and the northwestern
Mediterranean (see Figure 3, 500 × 500 km2 domain encom-
passing the precipitating systems and their marine low-level
moisture-supplying flow), the same vertical grid with 55 stretched
vertical levels (Gal-Chen and Somerville, 1975) up to 20 km
and the same parametrization schemes: the bulk one-moment
mixed microphysical scheme (Caniaux et al., 1994; Pinty and
Jabouille, 1998) combining a three-class ice parametrization with
a Kessler’s scheme for the warm processes, the Rapid Radiation
Transfer Model parametrization (Mlawer et al., 1997), the one-
dimensional turbulence parametrization based on a 1.5-order
closure (Cuxart et al., 2000) of the Turbulent Kinetic Energy
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Figure 3. Domain of AW2.5 simulation (solid black rectangle) and orography
(colour scale on the right, m). The timing of the flight track of the ATR42 aircraft
is indicated by coloured dots (colour bar at the bottom). The names of the main
geographical areas are also given. The black star is located in Marseille, the black
circle at Ile du Levant, the black cross in Candillargues and the black triangle in
Ciutadella (Menorca). The black square shows the area where the ATR aircraft
performed a sounding.

(TKE) equation with the Bougeault and Lacarrère (1989) mix-
ing length, the Pergaud et al. (2009) Eddy Diffusivity Mass Flux
scheme for shallow convection and the surface model SUR-
Face EXternalisé (SURFEX) (Masson et al., 2013). Only the
transport scheme for momentum variables was changed to the
computationally less expensive Weighted Essentially NonOscil-
latory (WENO) scheme (Shu and Osher, 1988), while other
variables are still transported with the Piecewise Parabolic Method
(PPM) scheme (Collela and Woodward, 1984). The simulation
was initiated at 0600 UTC on 14 October 2012. As in Duf-
fourg et al. (2016), the initial and lateral boundary conditions
are provided by the AROME-WMED analyses (Fourrié et al.,
2015). AROME-WMED is a dedicated version of the French
operational convection-permitting numerical prediction system
Application of Research to Operations at MEsoscale (AROME:
Seity et al., 2011), set up specifically for the HyMeX campaign and
covering the western Mediterranean. AROME-WMED was run
with a three-hourly 3D-Var data assimilation cycle, at 2.5 km
horizontal resolution. It assimilates all conventional routine
observations (surface observations from land stations and ships,
vertical soundings from radiosondes and pilot balloons, buoy
and aircraft measurements), together with some wind profilers,
winds from atmospheric motion vectors (AMV) and scatterom-
eters, Doppler winds and reflectivities from radars, satellite
radiances and ground-based Global Positioning System (GPS)
measurements.

A 10 km horizontal resolution simulation, hereafter named
ARP10, was also run in order to study the longer-range evolution
of the moisture structures involved in the IOP13 HPE. The
simulation domain, shown in Figure 2, covers the eastern part
of the Atlantic Ocean as well as northern Africa. The same
levels in the vertical and the same parametrizations and surface
schemes as for AW2.5 are used, with an additional scheme for
deep convection based on Kain and Fritsch (1993). ARP10 was
initialized 4 days before the HPE, at 0000 UTC on 10 October
2012. The initial and lateral boundary conditions are provided by
the six-hourly analyses from ARPEGE (Courtier et al., 1991), the
French operational global numerical weather prediction model.

c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 144: 291–303 (2018)
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Figure 4. Six-hour rainfall accumulation (mm) (a) measured by the rain-gauges (coloured dots) and estimated from the French radar network (coloured areas) and
(b) simulated by AW2.5 at 1800 UTC on 14 October 2012. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

3.2. Evaluation of the precipitating system simulated at 2.5 km
horizontal resolution

As the precipitation occurred mainly during the afternoon, a
comparison of the 6 h rainfall accumulation simulated by AW2.5
and observed between 1200 and 1800 UTC (Figure 4) provides
a broad picture of the skill of the simulation. The simulated
amount of rainfall accumulation is realistic, with more than
75 mm in 6 h associated with the convective line over the eastern
Var coast (MCS2: 7◦ E) and slightly more than 50 mm for MCS1
near Marseille. The simulated precipitation due to MCS2 is well
located, only about 10 km too far north, on the southernmost
foothills rather than on the coast. The maximum of precipitation
associated with MCS1 is not simulated near Aix-en-Provence but
30–40 km further inland to the northnortheast.

The radar reflectivities displayed in Figure 5 detail the time
evolution of the precipitating systems simulated by AW2.5 and
observed during the afternoon, at 1400, 1600 and 1800 UTC.
The strength of MCS1 in the surroundings of Marseille is
underestimated and it is located too far inland over the mountains
by AW2.5. Over the Var region, the time evolution of the
simulated convection matches the observations well. In the
simulation, as in the observations, convection is initiated over the
sea, a few kilometres offshore, around 1200 UTC (not shown) and
is then advected inland northeastwards. It reaches the east of the
Var region at 1430 UTC in the simulation, only 30 min later than
observed (Figure 5(a)), and stays in this area (Figures 5(d)–(f))
until 1900 UTC, as in the observations (Figures 5(c)–(e)). In
both the observations and the simulation, the convective line
shifts southeastwards very slowly during the afternoon. However,
the simulated convection strengthens and organizes earlier, as
early as 1300 UTC, inducing too large a rainfall amount over the
orography of Sainte-Baume (inland, west of the Var region; see
Figure 9 for location). Also, the simulated convective line remains
about 10 km too far inland and affects a slightly larger area.

In the following, the article will focus on the convective line
over the Var region, the life cycle of which is well reproduced by
AW2.5.

4. Environment and lifting mechanisms

4.1. Environment moisture and winds

To characterize the air mass supplying the precipitating system,
backward trajectories of air parcels reaching the top of the

simulated convective ascents are performed. The movement of the
air parcels is computed as described in Gheusi and Stein (2002),
using the technique developed by Schär and Wernli (1993). It is
based on the on-line advection, along with the model dynamics at
each model time step of the initial grid-point positions as Eulerian
passive tracers. For analysis and plotting purposes, output with
the positions of the air parcels is produced every 15 min. The
horizontal projection of some of these backward trajectories for
parcels at the top of the simulated convective ascents at 1600 UTC
is superimposed on the radar reflectivities simulated by AW2.5
at 2000 m at 1600 UTC in Figure 6. It shows that convective
ascents are fed by the southwesterly marine flow. This flow does
not show any marked convergence. The vertical projection of
backward trajectories (not shown) is evidence that the flow is
confined to the lowest 1000 m above the sea surface before being
lifted up to the top of the troposphere within 1 h in the convective
ascents of the precipitating system. The low-level flow brings a
moist (about 10 g kg−1) and warm (θe about 322 K) air mass from
east of Catalonia at 0800 UTC to the southeastern French coasts,
where it feeds the convective ascents.

HyMeX observations provide quite a complete description of
the characteristics of the environment in which the convective
systems developed. Over the sea upstream of convection, the
LEANDRE2 lidar observed the vertical structure of the water-
vapour mixing ratio field along the flight track of the ATR42
aircraft (see Figure 3). Near the surface, the measurements are
averaged over the lowest 400 m ASL to reduce the measurement-
error variance. Figure 7 displays both a cross-flow leg between
0935 and 1035 UTC (yellow and orange tracks in Figure 3) and
an along-flow leg between 1310 and 1357 UTC (light and dark
pinkish-orange tracks in Figure 3). Comparing the ATR flight
track (Figure 3) and the backward trajectories (Figure 6) showing
the location over the sea of the low-level flow feeding convection,
it appears that the ATR cross-flow leg intersects the southwesterly
feeding flow almost perpendicularly. Its along-flow leg follows
the feeding flow with a slightly more south–north trajectory. The
ATR flight track and the backward trajectories do not coincide
exactly in time, but the time shift is small (mostly about 1 h)
and the simulated moisture content of the feeding flow over the
Mediterranean does not change substantially in the morning.

Above the sea surface, LEANDRE2 measurements (Figure 7)
show a well-mixed layer with large moisture content (about
11 g kg−1). The moisture content measured is smaller (about
8 g kg−1) in the eastern part of the cross-flow leg (see Figure 7(a)
after 1020 UTC), as the ATR is too far to the east of the feeding flow

c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 144: 291–303 (2018)
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Figure 5. Radar reflectivities (dBZ) (a, c, e) measured and (b, d, f) simulated by AW2.5 at 2000 m at (a, b) 1400 UTC, (c, d) 1600 UTC and (e, f) 1800 UTC on 14
October 2012. The areas with no radar observation data are displayed in grey. MCS1 is circled in grey and MCS2 in brown.

evidenced by the backward trajectories. The mixed layer deepens
slightly (by about 150 m) and moistens (by about 1 g kg−1)
between both legs. Its height also increases when the aircraft
comes closer to the coastal convective area (in the northern
part of the along-flow leg (Figure 7(b)) after 1330 UTC). Above
the boundary layer, the moisture content decreases dramatically,
with about 4–6 g kg−1 around 1500 m ASL and 1–3 g kg−1 above
2500 m ASL. Water-vapour mixing ratio measurements from

BASIL indicated that this dry air mass observed with LEANDRE2
was also present over land since at least 2200 UTC on 13 October
(Di Girolamo et al., 2016). Also, a similar vertical structure of the
moisture field with very dry air above a moist marine boundary
layer was still observed 1 day later over the Tyrrhenian Sea, in
association with heavy convective precipitation in the south of
Italy (Lee et al., 2016). The moisture content simulated with
AW2.5 along the backward trajectories (about 10 g kg−1 below

c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 144: 291–303 (2018)
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Figure 6. Horizontal projection of backward trajectories of some air parcels taken
in the upper part of the convective line simulated by AW2.5 at 1600 UTC, together
with radar reflectivities at 2000 m simulated at 1600 UTC by AW2.5 (coloured
areas) and equivalent potential temperature θe at 925 hPa (K, red areas) simulated
at 1400 UTC. The timing of the trajectories is indicated in UTC. The orography is
displayed as a grey-scale. The dark magenta dashed rectangle shows the domain
of the zoom used for Figure 9.

800 m ASL) and along the ATR flight legs (not shown) agrees
well with the LEANDRE2 observations. However, the simulated
well-mixed layer seems to be about 200 m too deep (mainly in
the cross-flow leg) and the vertical gradient is less sharp in the
simulation, as also observed in AROME-WMED analyses over
the Balearic Sea during IOP 15a by Lee et al. (2017).

The vertical sounding (not shown) performed with the ATR
aircraft around the position marked in Figure 3 (black square)
evidences a similar vertical structure of the moisture field to that
in LEANDRE2 measurements. The measured relative humidity
up to 1200 m ASL is large, more than 85%. It decreases above,
mainly between 2300 m and 3500 m ASL, with a relative humidity
minimum down to 20% at 2500 m ASL.

The two pressurized balloons launched from Menorca that
drifted in the southwesterly low-level flow at about 925 and
950 hPa, respectively, show a continuous increase of the wind
speed as they approach the coast (not shown). The wind simulated
by AW2.5 agrees well with the balloon observations for both
direction and wind speed.

At the coast, the wind profiler installed during the HyMeX
SOP1 on the Ile du Levant provides measurements of vertical
profiles of horizontal winds immediately upstream of convection.
They are displayed in Figure 8, together with the winds simulated

by AW2.5. Near the surface, weak westerlies prevail in the
morning. After 1200 UTC, the wind reinforces and turns more
to the south (southsouthwesterly near the surface, southwesterly
above 1000 m ASL). A wind-speed maximum characteristic of a
low-level jet is observed between 1500 and 1800 UTC, just below
1000 m ASL (grey ellipsis in Figure 8). At the end of the HPE,
the winds weaken and turn westsouthwest. The wind simulated
by AW2.5 compares well with the observations in terms of both
direction and wind speed until 1500 UTC. After this, it is too weak
and the simulated low-level jet is oriented slightly too south.

The air mass over southeastern France becomes conditionally
unstable between 1200 and 1500 UTC, according to both the
radiosounding measurements in Marseille and the simulation. A
comparison of the radiosounding at 1500 UTC with the vertical
profiles of temperature, moisture and wind simulated in Marseille
by AW2.5 shows that the thermodynamic characteristics of the
marine air mass advected inland are quite well reproduced (not
shown), in particular in the boundary layer and the dry layer near
2500 m ASL (water-vapour mixing ratio lower than 3 g kg−1). The
simulated Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE) is about
1550 J kg−1, while about 1600 J kg−1 was measured. However, the
level of free convection (LFC) is too high, at 930 hPa instead of
the observed 1000 hPa.

To sum up, the HyMeX observations show a marine moist
southwesterly low-level jet feeding convection over the Var
region, topped with a drier layer and extremely dry air above
2500 m ASL. The low-level flow and the moisture structures are
well reproduced in the AW2.5 simulation.

4.2. Initiation and continuous backbuilding mechanisms

In the morning of 14 October 2012, the marine air mass
simulated by AW2.5 south of the French coasts is conditionally
unstable (CAPE of 1000–1500 J kg−1) with a very low LFC (about
1000 hPa), resulting in almost no Convective INhibition (CIN).
Within this conditionally unstable flow, the first convective cells
form near shore shortly before midday, probably associated with
local orography-induced wind convergence just upwind of the
coastal mountains (the horizontal wind at 925 hPa is deflected
slightly by the coastal orography at the southern tip of the
Var region; not shown). Later, from 1300 UTC, more intense
convection develops over the foothills closest to the coast.

Figure 9 displays the hourly evolution of the equivalent
potential temperature θe at 925 hPa and the virtual potential
temperature at the first model level (about 9 m high), together
with the horizontal wind and the vertical velocity at 500 m ASL
simulated by AW2.5 between 1400 and 1700 UTC. During the

Figure 7. Water-vapour mixing ratio observed by LEANDRE2 during (a) a cross-flow leg and (b) an along-flow leg. [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com].

c© 2017 Royal Meteorological Society Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 144: 291–303 (2018)
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(a) (b)

(m s–1)

Figure 8. Horizontal wind (a) observed and (b) simulated by AW2.5 at the Levant wind profiler. The low-level jet is circled in grey. [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com].
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Orography (m)
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 Argens valleySainte–Baume

1700 UTC1600 UTC

1400 UTC(a) (b)

(c) (d)

1500 UTC

Figure 9. Equivalent potential temperature θe at 925 hPa (K, red areas), virtual potential temperature θv at the first model level (K, blue areas below 292 K), vertical
wind speed at 500 m ASL (green areas above 0.5 m s−1) and horizontal wind at 500 m ASL (m s−1, arrows) simulated by AW2.5 for every hour between 1400 UTC and
1700 UTC and zoomed in to the domain displayed with dark magenta dashes in Figure 6. The orography (m) is in grey-scale form and the bold black line marks the
250 m terrain line. The thick pink arrows show the 10 m horizontal wind observed with the same scale as for the simulated 500 m horizontal wind.
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Figure 10. Horizontal projection of backward trajectories of some air parcels
taken in the cold pool simulated by AW2.5 at 1600 UTC, together with the virtual
potential temperature θv at the first model level (K, blue areas below 292 K). The
timing of the trajectories is indicated in UTC. The orography is displayed with the
same grey-scale as in Figure 9. The dashed line A–B shows the alignment of the
vertical cross-section in Figure 11.

afternoon, the marine warm and moist low-level jet simulated by
AW2.5 shifts progressively eastwards (Figure 9). It reaches the Var
coast at 1600 UTC. Cold air (θv < 290 K) forms by evaporative
cooling under the precipitating cells and flows down the valleys,
as evidenced from 1500 UTC by both the 500 m horizontal
wind simulated by AW2.5 and the 10 m wind observed by the
surface stations. It gradually fills up the Argens valley, blocking
the inland advection of the marine moist low-level flow. After
1500 UTC, the main convective ascents are localized along coast
on the mountainsides, but also on the leading edge of the cold air
channelled in the Argens valley. During the entire afternoon, the
lifting mechanism pattern remains similar, with even colder air
in the Argens valley spreading out over the plains upstream of the
coastal orography. The cold pool thus plays a major role in deter-
mining the location of the precipitation. It gradually shifts the
main ascents from the bottom of the valleys to the coasts and over
the sea.

A comparison of the simulation with wind and temperature
surface observations shows that the simulated backbuilding
mechanisms describe realistically the processes involved in the
maintainance of this HPE. The formation of the cold pool in the
Argens valley is also well simulated. The decrease of the simulated
2 m temperature is similar to the observations in both magnitude
and timing (not shown). The simulated low-level wind is also
consistent with the 10 m observations (Figure 9). Both show that
the marine air mass enters the Argens valley at 1400 UTC, but
the wind is reversed when the cold-air pool fills up the valley.
Accordingly, the same shifting of the convective line from the
bottom of the valley towards the coast upstream of the low-level
marine flow appears in the simulation as in the observations
(see Figures 5(a)–(d)), even if the simulated system remains
more inland over a higher orography because of a higher LFC.
This explains why the simulated precipitation is located slightly
more inland.

Backward trajectories are also computed to identify the air
mass involved in the formation of the cold-air pool channelled
in the Argens valley. The backward trajectories computed from
the core of the cold pool all follow a similar pathway. Some of
these trajectories are selected to give an idea of the horizontal

θv (K) rv (g kg–1)

0800 UTC

A B

1400 UTC

1600 UTC

Figure 11. Vertical projection of backward trajectories of some air parcels taken
in the cold pool under the convective line simulated by AW2.5 at 1600 UTC
and vertical cross-section of water-vapour mixing ratio (colour scale, g kg−1)
simulated at 0800 UTC along the line A–B shown in Figure 10. The location of
the system simulated at 1400 UTC is shown with dotted areas for hydrometeor
content exceeding 1 g kg−1. The area with θv below 292 K simulated at 1600 UTC
is coloured in blue. The timing of the trajectories is indicated in UTC and the
orography is hatched.

and vertical extension of this track. Their horizontal projection
superimposed on the virtual potential temperature θv at the first
model level simulated at 1600 UTC is displayed in Figure 10.
Their vertical projection is presented in Figure 11, together with
the virtual potential temperature θv simulated at 1600 UTC, the
hydrometeor contents at 1400 UTC and the water-vapour mixing
ratio simulated at 0800 UTC. Figure 11 shows that the air mass
involved in cold-air pool formation comes mainly from a dry layer
between 1000 and 2000 m ASL, just above the boundary layer, with
water-vapour mixing ratios ranging between 6 and 3 g kg−1. In the
on-line computation of the backward trajectories, the air parcels
are considered as passive tracers transported with the mean flow
and subgrid turbulent motions. They thus undergo the mixing
in the convective cloud. As shown by the evolution of the water-
vapour mixing ratio of the air parcels along their trajectory, the air
mass remains dry (about 5 g kg−1) until it is entrained in the con-
vective system at 1400 UTC. The water-vapour mixing ratio of the
air parcels then increases rapidly up to 9 g kg−1 while they descend
towards the surface. During the same time, their virtual potential
temperature decreases from about 296 K before being entrained
in the convective system to about 290 K in the cold pool. This con-
firms the formation process of the cold-air pool. The dry air mass
is moistened and cooled down by the evaporation of part of the
precipitation passing through. The moistened and cooled air mass
is entrained by downdraughts, eventually forming a cold pool at
the surface.

Some air parcels also come from the same height as the low-
level flow supplying the convective system, but slightly more to
the north. Because the directional vertical wind shear is weak, the
trajectories within and above the boundary layer have the same
direction (see Figure 10).

The ATR flight track (Figure 3) is slightly too far to the the
south in comparison with the cold-pool air mass trajectories,
as evidenced in Figure 10. However, LEANDRE2 still shows a
drier layer around 1500 m ASL, with water-vapour mixing ratio
ranging between 3 and 7 g kg−1.

A Lagrangian analysis of the very dry layer above 2500 m ASL
identified in the LEANDRE2 measurements and sounding obser-
vations was performed thanks to forward trajectories (not shown)
at 1600 UTC of air parcels taken in this very dry area. The dry air
parcels are advected in the surroundings of the deep convective
systems and some of them are entrained downwards in the cold
pool with an altitude below 1000 m in the Argens valley. Thus, this
dry structure is also involved in the convective-system dynamics.
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5. Origin of the moisture patterns

This section aims to identify the origin of both dry and moist
low-level layers over the western Mediterranean Sea involved
in the MCS affecting the Var region. First, the origin of the
dry air mass involved in cold-pool formation is investigated
using four-day backward trajectories computed on-line with the
ARP10 simulation. According to the AW2.5 backward trajectories
(discussed in section 4.2), this dry air mass was located above the
marine boundary layer, offshore of Catalonia (Figure 10) around
0800–0900 UTC on 14 October 2012. A total of 84 backward
trajectories were computed with ARP10 for parcels within this dry
air mass. They were initialized at 14 different grid points centred
on 3.98◦E/41.7◦N and separated by roughly 0.4◦ and distributed
over six altitudes: 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800 and 2000 m ASL.
All trajectories were initialized at 0900 UTC on 14 October. For
the sake of clarity, we will not show all the trajectories, but only
a sample of nine representative trajectories. The trajectories are
selected so as to represent all the different pathways observed, with
a number of trajectories selected for each path depending on the
total number of trajectories following this path. Figure 12 shows
the horizontal and vertical projections of the selected backward
trajectories, as well as the location of the radiosounding stations
over Spain that are in the vicinity of the trajectories. For these
longer-range and lower resolution backward trajectories, output
with the air-parcel positions is produced every 3 h.

On 10–11 October, almost 4 days before the HPE, all
trajectories originate from the north Atlantic, below 2000 m
ASL for the northernmost trajectories and between 2000 m
and 4000 m ASL (except from the orange trajectory) for the
southernmost trajectories (Figure 12(b)). The mean water-
vapour mixing ratio of the lower northernmost trajectories is
about 4.7 g kg−1. It increases during transport in the low levels
over the ocean, probably gaining moisture from Atlantic Ocean
evaporation. The moisture content is smaller for the higher
southernmost trajectories (3.3–3.6 g kg−1). The trajectories then
reach the Iberian peninsula from the north and northeast
between 0000 UTC on 11 October (southernmost trajectories)
and 0300 UTC on 12 October (northernmost trajectories). They
remain over land for about 2–3 days (until early 14 October),
before crossing over the Western Mediterranean at an altitude
above 1000 m ASL for a relatively short period (between 9 and
18 h). Over continental Spain, the lowest parcels are lifted up
and dry out, while the highest trajectories continue to moisten
slowly as they descend. Upon exiting Spain, all trajectories are
closer to the mean water-vapour mixing ratio (5.6 g kg−1). Once
over the sea, the air parcels experience almost no moisture uptake
(mean water-vapour mixing ratio values from 5.6 to 5.74 g kg−1).
The air mass involved in cold-pool formation thus results from a
mixture of dry mid-level air masses (2000–3000 m ASL mainly)
and low-level air masses lifted orographically over Spain, both
originating from the north Atlantic.

Similarly to the dry air mass involved in cold-pool formation,
the origin of the moist air feeding the precipitating systems over
southeastern France is now investigated using 4 day backward
trajectories computed with the ARP10 simulation. AW2.5
backward trajectories (Figure 6, discussed in section 4.1) showed
that this moist air mass was located in the marine boundary layer,
offshore of Catalonia around 0800–0900 UTC on 14 October
2012. A total of 90 backward trajectories were computed to
sample this moist air mass. Based on AW2.5 analysis, they were
initialized at 15 grid points centred on 3.88◦E/41.45◦N and
separated by roughly 0.4◦ and distributed over six altitudes:
100, 300, 500, 700, 900 and 1000 m ASL. All trajectories were
initialized at 0900 UTC on 14 October. As above, a sample
of nine representative trajectories is chosen. Figure 13 shows
the horizontal and vertical projection of the selected backward
trajectories, as well as the location of the radiosounding and lidar
stations over Spain and France that were in the vicinity of the
trajectories. Similarly to the dry air mass backward trajectories,
output with air-parcel positions is produced every 3 h.
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Figure 12. ARP10 backward trajectories of selected air parcels taken in the dry air
flow involved in cold-pool formation: (a) horizontal projection and (b) vertical
projection along the x-axis. The positions of the radiosounding stations over
Spain are shown in (a). The approximate times at which they are overpassed by
the trajectories are also indicated. The mean WVMR values (g kg−1) indicated in
(a) correspond to an average for all trajectories at the beginning and end of the
trajectories, as well as when trajectories are crossing the northwestern and eastern
coast of the Iberian Peninsula.

Almost 4 days before the HPE, all trajectories originate from
the north Atlantic, mostly between 2000 and 4500 m ASL
(Figure 13(b)). Their water-vapour mixing ratio is lower than
1.5 g kg−1, i.e. less than the moisture content for the dry air
masses, because these trajectories come from a higher altitude.
They moisten slightly over the ocean as they mix with moister air
at lower altitudes. Only a few trajectories (about 20%) come from
altitudes below 1000 m ASL with a moisture content exceeding
4 g kg−1, up to 8 g kg−1. These trajectories are lifted up and dried
down to about 4 g kg−1 before arriving over land. All trajectories
reach land during the morning of 12 October, with an altitude
ranging from 1000 to 3000 m ASL.

Most of the trajectories pass over France in half a day and reach
the Western Mediterranean at 2100 UTC on 12 October. Over
land, their moisture content increases (up to a mean water-vapour
mixing ratio of 4.6 g kg−1) mainly as they follow a downslope flow
on the lee side of the Massif Central mountains and mix with
a moister lower-level air mass. The trajectories then remain
below 1000 m ASL over the sea for around 42 h before entering
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Figure 13. Same as Figure 12, but for backward trajectories of selected air parcels
taken in the moist air flow feeding convection: (a) horizontal projection and (b)
vertical projection along the y-axis. The location of the WALI and BASIL lidars
are also indicated in (a), in addition to the radiosounding stations in Spain and
France.

the convective system. They join the northerly mistral (Jansa,
1987; Drobinski et al., 2005; Di Girolamo et al., 2016) and
tramontane winds induced by the pressure gradient between
Spain and Liguria, before heading again towards the French coast
when surface pressure decreases over Spain and western France
(during the night between 13 and 14 October). They experience
significant moistening, with mean water-vapour mixing ratio
values increasing to 8.8 g kg−1 over the Balearic Sea. AW2.5
backward trajectories (discussed in section 4.1) showed that the
moisture uptake later on, i.e. during the end of the air-mass course
over the Mediterranean, was negligible. This is consistent with the
results of Rainaud et al. (2016), showing that, according to buoy
measurements, the main increase of 2 m relative humidity before
IOP13 HPE occurred over the Gulf of Lion on 12 October 2012,
in the area where mistral and tramontane winds were blowing
and the latent heat flux at the surface of the Mediterranean Sea
was large. Hence, the evaporation of the Mediterranean appears
to provide about half (4.2 g kg−1) of the moisture supply to the
heavy precipitation convective systems.

Some trajectories (about 20%) instead pass over Spain. They
continue to moisten slowly as they descend towards lower altitudes
(with about 3.4 g kg−1 upon entering Spain and 5.8 g kg−1 upon
reaching the Balearic Sea). They reach the Mediterranean later
(in the morning of 13 October), with a larger moisture content.
Once over the sea, their moisture uptake from the sea surface is

Figure 14. Scatter plot of water-vapour mixing ratios extracted from ARP10
backward trajectories against observations (radiosoundings and lidar). The crosses
indicate comparisons for the trajectories originating in the cold pool over the Var
region. The diamonds and triangles indicate comparisons for the trajectories of
the moist air feeding convection. The solid line represents the 1:1 line, the dashed
lines the 20% deviation from the 1:1 line (20% difference) and the dash–dotted
lines the 30% deviation from the 1:1 line. [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com].

limited to about 3 g kg−1 (roughly 35% of the final water-vapour
content). These trajectories appear similar to those obtained for
dry air masses (Figure 12). Offshore of Catalonia, they are close
to the marine boundary-layer top: 700 (grey line) and 900 m
ASL (green line). This might evidence mixing at the top of the
boundary layer between the moist boundary-layer air mass and
the drier air mass above.

The different trajectories passed in the vicinity of several
observation stations: four radiosounding stations for the dry
trajectories of Figure 12 (Barcelona, Madrid, Santander and
Zaragoza), two radiosounding sites (Bordeaux and Palma de
Mallorca) as well as the two lidar stations in Candillargues and
Menorca for the northernmost moist trajectories of Figure 13
and two radiosounding stations for the southernmost moist
trajectories (Santander and Zaragoza). Tables A1 and A2 in the
Appendix list the water-vapour mixing ratio values extracted
from the 3 h output of the ARP10 backward trajectories at the
closest position (in time and space) to the radiosounding and
lidar stations.

Figure 14 presents a scatter plot of the water-vapour mixing
ratio values extracted from backward trajectories and the
observations as described in the Appendix. Such a comparison
provides evidence that, for both dry and moist air masses, the
water-vapour mixing ratio along the backward trajectories fo
ARP10 is mostly within 20% of the radiosounding observations.
The departures from lidar measurements are slightly larger
but remain below 30%. The Spearman correlation coefficient
is significant and equal to 0.86. Furthermore, a small bias
(−0.03 g kg−1) and a slope of the order of 1.12 are obtained
for a linear regression. These numbers give us confidence that the
water-vapour mixing ratio values extracted from the backward
trajectories can be used to infer information on the moisture
uptake from the sea, especially for moist air masses in the
marine boundary layer feeding the MCS over the Var region. The
differences between the simulated and observed water-vapour
mixing ratios were not found to depend on the time difference
(resulting from the fact that radiosoundings are launched at fixed
times) or the distance from the trajectory to the stations (not
shown).

6. Summary and outlook

During HyMeX IOP13, backbuilding heavy precipitation
convective systems developed in an environment characterized by
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a moist conditionally unstable marine boundary layer topped by
particularly dry air masses just above. The precipitating systems
and their environment were observed comprehensively by the
set of instruments deployed during the first SOP of the HyMeX
campaign, such as water-vapour lidars and coastal wind profilers
and radiosoundings. Thanks to these observations and fine-
scale numerical simulations, the moisture patterns and their
relationship with the convective mechanisms involved in the
development and maintenance of the backbuilding MCS were
analysed.

The numerical simulation at 2.5 km horizontal resolution
reproduces the heavy precipitation systems observed well, with
both a realistic location and time evolution, especially for the
convective line over the Var region. Convection initiation around
midday and quasi-stationary maintenance during the afternoon
are well simulated. The main characteristics of the marine air
mass are also reproduced well with a low LFC, a low-level jet
heading towards the coast and a realistic moisture content of the
well-mixed layer over the sea surface and the dry air mass just
above.

During the IOP13 HPE, convection is triggered and maintained
by lifting over orography and over a cold pool. Strong
backbuilding convective cells develop over the first foothills facing
the moist and conditionally unstable low-level flow advected
from the sea. Cold air formed by evaporative cooling under
the precipitating cells flows down the valleys. It gradually fills
up the Argens valley and spreads out over the plains, blocking
the inland advection of the marine moist low-level flow. The
main convective ascents and associated intense precipitation are
shifted from coastal mountainsides to the coasts and over the sea,
over the leading edge of the cold-air pool. In contrast to many
other HPEs (Duffourg et al., 2016; Scheffknecht et al., 2016), no
convergence is observed in the low-level marine flow feeding the
precipitating systems. Surface observations confirm the simulated
backbuilding mechanisms and the major impact of the cold pool
on the location of the HPE.

Backward trajectories were computed to analyse the origin
of the moisture structures involved in IOP13 convective
mechanisms. The cold pool appears to be formed by the
evaporation of part of the precipitation passing through a
dry air mass located above the boundary layer. This dry air
mass (water-vapour mixing between 3 g kg−1 and 6 g kg−1 for
a relative humidity of 20–65%) comes from the lower half of
the troposphere over the Atlantic Ocean four days before the
event. Its moisture content is the result of both the advection of
mid-level Atlantic air masses and the drying of low-level Atlantic
air masses lifted up over Spain.

The air mass feeding the convective systems also comes from
the lower half of the troposphere over the Atlantic Ocean four
days before the event. The air mass mainly crosses over France and
goes down in the low levels above the Mediterranean Sea along
downslope flows on the lee side of the coastal mountain ranges.
It remains in the lowest 1000 m above the sea for almost 48 h
and moistens significantly. Most of the rise in moisture occurred
due to high evaporation at the sea surface during the first hours
after the air reached the Mediterranean and was located within
the northerly flow of the mistral and tramontane winds. This
process contributed about 50% of the total moisture supply to
the HPE. This is consistent with the results of Duffourg and
Ducrocq (2013). A few trajectories pass over Spain similarly to
the trajectories of the dry air masses involved in the cold pool.
They are probably impacted by the mixing at the top of the
boundary layer. Their moisture uptake from the sea is slightly
lower (about 35%), as they arrive later over the sea with a larger
moisture content. A comparison with the observations available
along both dry and moist trajectories (radiosoundings and lidar
measurements) evidences that the simulated water-vapour mixing
ratio is realistic.

The low-level moisture pattern of the environment with a
moist conditionally unstable marine boundary layer topped by

particularly dry air masses just above offers a plausible explanation
for the formation and location over the Var coast, upstream
of the Argens valley, of heavy convective precipitation during
IOP13. To study further the impact of such moisture patterns
on the convective mechanisms involved in the development
and maintenance of heavy precipitation convective systems, a
sensitivity study is currently ongoing. The characteristics of the
moisture structures identified in the present article will be altered
and the impact on convection will be investigated.
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Appendix

Tables A1 and A2 list the water-vapour mixing ratio values
extracted from the 3 h output of the ARP10 backward trajectories
at the closest position (in time and space) to the radiosounding
and lidar stations. The measured water-vapour mixing ratio values
are extracted at the level of the air parcels when the backward

Table A1. Water-vapour mixing ratio (WVMR) values extracted from the 3 h
output of the backward trajectories (ARP10) for selected dry air trajectories shown
in Figure 12 at the closest position (in time and space) to the radiosounding

measurements (RDS) of Barcelona, Zaragoza, Madrid and Santander.

Region WVMR (g kg−1) RDS Differences Distance (km)
ARP10 Time (h)

Barcelona 5.55 (black) 7.15 0 +63.15
6.44 (blue) 7.10 0 −4.7
5.74 (orange) 5.35 0 −16.7
5.35 (red) 5.19 0 −35.85
5.04 (light green) 5.17 0 +52.3
4.61 (magenta) 3.54 0 +92.5

Zaragoza 6.95 (grey) 7.08 +3 −46.07
4.53 (cyan) 5.59 +6 −51.3
4.96 (black) 4.88 0 −22.3
5.28 (red) 4.85 0 −76.48
4.76 (magenta) 4.45 +9 −52.34
6.57 (green) 7.61 0 −30.15

Madrid 7.16 (orange) 7.14 −6 +106.5
3.24 (blue) 4.67 +6 −40.7
5.69 (light green) 5.89 +3 −66.1
5.05 (red) 4.41 +3 −51.05
5.59 (black) 5.93 0 −100.8
5.26 (magenta) 5.72 +3 −69.65

Santander 10.04 (orange) 10.37 0 +146.9
4.42 (black) 5.06 −3 +294.4

The colour indication in parentheses refers to the colour of the backward
trajectories in Figure 12.
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Table A2. Same as Table A1, but for selected moist air trajectories shown in
Figure 13 closest (in time and space) to the radiosounding measurements (RDS)
of Palma de Mallorca, Bordeaux, Zaragoza and Santander, as well as the lidar

stations in Menorca (WALI) and Candillargues (BASIL).

Region WVMR (g kg−1) RDS Differences Distance (km)
ARP10 Time (h)

Palma de 7.79 (orange) 8.58 −6 +17.7
Mallorca 8.23 (cyan) 9.58 +6 +19.21

8.88 (magenta) 9.64 +6 −10.86
8.40 (blue) 9.12 +3 −8.17
8.28 (red) 9.61 −3 +11.2
8.12 (light green) 8.81 +3 −44.89
6.85 (grey) 9.45 +3 −17.81

Bordeaux 4.84 (cyan) 4.02 +3 + 86.74
4.14 (light green) 3.52 0 −117.9
3.79 (red) 3.29 0 −110.4

Zaragoza 5.03 (grey) 4.99 +3 +63.64
5.11 (green) 4.7 +6 −71.79

Santander 1.74 (green) 3.4 −3 +88.25

Menorca 7.41 (orange) 8.91 0 −15.69
(WALI) 6.82 (cyan) 9.45 0 +37.44

7.28 (magenta) 8.7 0 −14.03
7.23 (light green) 9.75 0 +45.38
7.31 (red) 9.75 0 −49.87
7.31 (blue) 9.52 0 −47.35
7.96 (black) 9.18 0 −47.44

Candillargues 3.58 (blue) 5.33 0 −52.45
(BASIL) 3.23 (magenta) 5.06 0 +38

3.98 (red) 5.44 0 +59.66
5.01 (cyan) 5.39 0 +87.8
3.89 (light green) 5.01 0 +69.75

trajectories are at their closest position to the observation station.
The time difference and horizontal distance between the closest
encounters are also given. The sign convention associated with
time and distance is as follows: the ‘minus’ sign refers to parcels
approaching the station, while the ‘plus’ sign refers to parcels
moving away from the station.
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